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d eue. One 
> need for e »■ 1 ”■>» "n feel tor poor old Hegel, Iroub- frrakiatora. to ike -, „„ . ..

* tod » to, death-bed. The «or, ,hoM mJ cri,™ ^ T J°
2 r-to Ptoleropher la, dpag. to. .Itodpk, wb„ had „„d„„ M.rtoaffheX aad tL S '‘TÜ'
* Whered ro„d hta, «.tog th, for„„ a«pon on „„ ^

îK-trar-ca-ïa-t
SK^T^ : . nniTtHihi but his ruling passion for
Hr™1**» « trying—stage Wh»- tithetieal terms still
1||PS to put something acres* ”

it appears I am found' out

■rf
O]

^r- another^to t
where they 
against just

such an anti-labor party position as the S. P. of C. 
assumes and my critics support.

a statement in V “Have a care of Labor’s institutions”I ex' 
, on hlm, he replied: “None of claims “R” disdainfully mintinc mOTQlf

my disciples has understood me; only Michelet has sense” «avs W “w La g myself,

rur'- “ “vr
itor.TOr- .d^tolt'- "t lh*1 — L5Z- Ye, “to “"to,

réarmer adrift m the vast inane betwixt dehuman
rfPrrd wastes of alien

1

1
“Non- i

mare as wide as theam
V. . : j asrarancc in the

, world R assumes, very evidently without
I do not her88 Md ^ ‘ 1 am a11 a11 TOlting Marx’ but by some process, ^raonal to him- 

nly my critics read my stuff ^ i r**<l8 ™y “tUff ; *lf’ ** “ a mere stand patter’s defense of things as

to'Lfe^HrTgi-'rriT^”
rapid,, derej^to, „to.H„-totori.^ per, „„ toe »eto, pSjLL. 1

hieh Lord ''’.TVC*"'" "f* °' °Y «8”, phycholcg,. AUowtog «mefhtog tor m, toeBdenl
nto.1 potot o”yiew ^ "i *” ‘•ndli°e »'«" »■*«* »» • to»*»

----------------------------- M B , u , ...........min 0 Ml, f ^however. the srfted result of a generation of m-
worlong dam as.a smalT^ârty. tguorant boy; an- rade McDonald kcw dS3^om-. m^dULumiuii, duüi U t$m -
Other, a poet, laureate of epoch; another, a modem tion as though I htddeided th T m°nP ^ f the «*ntifie joumah. To bring down

' ****** ®word-of-the-Igord-Gideon, obsessed with a contrary, I have time a“d al 'n ^ A\°n ,* 7^ ^ozd^t it, that is our function. But
H ? theory of social sin. and atonement through misery chief function f , g asserted that the here is personal freakishness again deelariur
r. degradation and blood-rocrifiee'; another,"an slciatt"7** *“* k T™ “Away withTrmw^

; to whom Ufe is a set pieee-the curtain rises to re- howSwT*’ “R” And »« that without knox^
votutionarymusm On with the pUy, vide Lestor in for a destructive o^Z wbether ‘^re wM any value in it or not, as his^
last issue. Enter “sudden babies,” all-atHmce alive zations on the noHtiSfcMt <7*1? T** ^ ^ ^ed. Away with it! He might as
«rf-iOTou.ehi.kens” in. happy conjunction with need Tor edition a^d fo, the object of the weD have added, “A welcome to know-ZhinT 

“throes of economic crises,” “vivid earthquakes ” ring on that work r /' orgMiration speeiali- mm. Borrowed knowledge ! Knowledge is social.
: “b*rf inches,” eomfdete breakdown, sud ^kZïTffiW T"'Î T ^ a11 ha- - proprietory interest fn 1 boTyZf

den and terrible,” orators apostrophizing the Re own chief interest lies that ’ m0re ^ t<*en that my 1 II 18 thls modem science, its post-Darwinian
volution thusly: “Oh Revolution, thon awaitest not read me why does R” t Lu T ^ T P7COnC°ption8 and ita “np in the anthropologi-

;fhe houn” etc., etc., “thou comeat suddenly,” etc., tionary chlgc mZt ro “Iw ” wZ to see fused wS X
£ «e., What happens! Hark, the tumult ! the prolet- of intelligent omanization f ^ ™y advocacy Mamsm of our Party, displacing the mystical
i » *«i»t h on the move “The struggle grows fiercer ” dence ofTnv / 1Mtlon of advance should be evi- Hegelian and other preconceptions of pre-Darwinian
k. Pr are <,mdde” -izunZ3, r, granTeli- ttZ.ro VT "L'T* ZZ ^ ““ ““e -tics nL

K^rumx, “the whole of miciety is spring in the air ” battle of Zt m. t "Z ** *** u " th<U <hey are defend«g the original 
ÊÊ&7 aet°r’ “aU»reat changes come with spect.c- the shiftless shnfflinT d " to decry of Msri I am nearer it than my erttt
l^^hpidity,” says he. So they do in' the world cataZphT’eotdS fZ °" ?*** “ *° m<>dern ^ because I L mZ

“f undte-believe to sooth our various lazinesses in- fostered Tv « f ,°7 8 dependen<* soclil «nd less egotistical than they. Which ego-
^teneie. and ineffective^ and inTworld Z^-wL ZwTn ^ of tiatiml piece of brag on my part JnstminsmlZ

«~ptoto.mdn.pd toto ,„i plmtor. , . . Ll m VZ d “ Ti [ ,h“ "* “J 1 do"b< » ">«* to - hdr-lto. btogm. m

it, -h«W the action of this workaday life down the elass-stnumle hZ ' “** Why have 1 incurred their political enmity T la
totoMtotoJ to to. torn), to thto J , 1 " h'""" *"“»«>« °» potou dontoto?, To

mtoUhhed «mtoto O, bto (b, tototoa to^f , bT° ,r degTO b.d, to.,, „ . to
T< -^berfiniiged. Let’scut the gordian knot, riven ti rooms,f ^ f T- f hKt°nCally mcompatability of habits of mind. On doctrinal 
iVffotothepUy ^Nnand hear L«J, read “R” teZ ZZrZZtiTZ J^ ^ “'a«- -7 cities are not themselves T oZÏÏ

J- A. Me-* ZZn ng ZTZZnTmZZfZari f ^ey ^ a unit in habit of mind, hence theirZZ 
Wf,« Teed, style, «tion and form for élass rirugrie to thTL^h.TZ 1;^ ^ fP°nt a*ainst P°°r «“• Beneath the references to 

we«=ape s dab reality for an hour may win a leadm, nosiZ i tkT 1^°^^ 7*® eontemP°rary affairs that clatter through their ar-

|»W,Bto to,. to~-roI U tom wiîî to,d p.^„»b. ^ftoet^Xto^ti

»f themselves «d moZr Jd JZoZL^ fnr Z^ " Z Sbk 8ta<knta- A prognostication by Marx or 
tWa of k^geof leZZ wZZrf L^ZTf chaZZZ ^ ^dly outlining the workû*. «t of a pnv

ka a fresh aeeumu- function and duty as^Malte. t 1L°°r ^ °f,th.inga m ^ future—* working out which

ÉW*-*,»' «533ÎW^£L JSÎSÿi!‘Mrrovaral way. OamudiLertor finds la^aaa thoee.nf Hkgeï W «ed, Le, of the goal, to
-1-------- * - T" whkh ^ w» trendy governing the trodrfng

“^«^«ï-aaafhr outx,f_tke trend-eneh a pmgZtirotion TTZ 
arftitrnf m, aitidro^on 0tke«, e»inent intel- future mj erftiatake, not '

n tkeirbMa Bona, but a sense an accompBshed

,r *
Hcon-*•: 8 said the ione.M

'ouE^naJ t “there
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(Continued fro* page 1)

ûm elements in Marxism, my critics 
, more of it and more of it and more of it,

unconscious that they are thus metely bfeggi», the 
question I raise, and as though they thot*ht men 
repetition would work a çharm. ÀJ a matter of fset 
I am not sure how conscious they are of the mean 
mg of the quotations they make and the phrases they 
use This I am sure of, however, that a charge of iri 
fidelity is really.what my critics are hissing at 
through their articles.

tting active
ngly to examination of t&e

fakes, and to r careful -«wrnrtnii of the a______
problems to which that streggie grres rise. 

v At tbe “me time our second task requires us td "■ 
caution ourselves against a presspg danger. We 
must not confuse our educational work with Oe dis
tinct task of the propagandist agitator, whoqe am 
is to stimulate the emotions of bis audience by the ‘

, , ..... 661 ,y exP*ft me to use of words, as does the musician with sounds andHt :jrrrP,0US WntCh in the St0ry of old rl^thm end ***** with colour and design. SÎ

b oodvTrifeZ rntendiP8 amieS ^ a^tOT P1*-- the important role of ^'toody strife to gate m horror upon nim. It was at take specific
the flower of that naive

. - v.
fact, like a “God’s plan of the ages” to a Kusselite, 
to whom,
method of purblind, finite 
therefore it must be'true”

the Almighty scorns the hit or wii
“Marx said h,

•ven before it is a fac
tual thing. The study of Marxism, as a science to 
guide ns in a study of the book of life, becomes the 
menu] degradation of a study of a book of revela 
tions. As to what of our own intelligence and of 
modern scienceÎ or, as to what of unknown facts 
and factors, of unappreciated facts and factors, 
therefore of unforeseen and unforeseeable eontin 
gencies? As of yore the answer is. Pshaw, thus and 
this and that spake the Lord. There is no ambig 
uity in that exposition.” says F. C. emphatically, 
referring to his quotation of a prognostication1 of 
the future by Marx, “Socialism must 
transition from Capitalism to Socialism occurs with 
the inexorability of cosmic law.” . . “Neither for

mat!.

:
-

kme
sssSi

rousing men to 
action. Our task is to provide the 

,, , ,, and happy gol(ien a^e" in mental tools by which a wise choice of action may
• he youth of the world when the sons of the gods bem.de. For the agitator words JrfoT^ ^ 
were kings of men and twa* at peril of the anger that the red flag to the bull plaV, for ZtoreJ^
' , ,ea\CD for anything less than a king to engage For us words must be what "lines are for the 
a mg in com t. Accidents were liable to happen draughtsman or the map-maker—shorthand sym- 
The story reads, that “a bowman drew his bow at bols for complex facts, f principal part of our^l * -« 
aventure and the arrow, piercing a joint in his neat ion, in fact, consists in disentJngti£ word» from A' I

re licous. S kmg ' es ,hat is ,t- I am ir .heir emotional colour and associations and in teach-
u lgious. ing their use in strict relation to actual fact For.

am held to be irreligious. That is the sub words are the vehicles of thought, and only in tbe 
s’initial core of inspiration in the arguments of my degree that we can separate them from our emotions 
' '1,11 8 1 am kedd infidel by them because, for -'>nd use them as strict representatives of things will
sooth. I attack the ideological hangovers from an <mr thinking be realistic^ scientific and practical, in 
archaic science and point of view to which they are contrast with the emotion-tinged dreaming of the 
predisposed by habit of mind, and challenge the mystic and the utopian It is probably in improve.

artv positions to which they have become habit nient in this direction that much of the second part 
nated. I know, “R because, F. C. your habits of our task lies. . The duty of the teacher is not to 
were my habits, once upon a time _ overlay the mind with a new set of prejudices or to

Gre^L’ - ; °,d - - - f088118! indnw‘ transitory moods of anger and resentment
ow we Socialists slam one another, everywhere! against a monster labelled “capitalism.” On the 

Is it the movement criticising itself t If so, good contrary, it is to clear the mind and to give to stud- 
and excellent discipline! But there are the danger^ fnts that apprehension of facts and power of real- 
of egoism, as Lestor says. Let us help or force one istie analysis of them yrhieh has made the teacher 
another to take high ground on the merits of dis himself a fighter in the class struggle. And let us 
puted issues. remember that vague abstract terms are much more

ask the Editor to reprint some matter from likely to be suffused with emotional colour, and so 
the. Plebs of the British Plebs League, a Marxian to be a cloak instead of an instrument of thought 
ednetational organization, which seems to indicate a ,han are concrete words which can be easily related 
similar self cntieismtis going on over there. Jo something in our experience which they represent,
nnnt. I think, has value for its constructive defining In this fact lies the heart oFthe problem of simplifi- 

what socialism needs, to cope with the practi- cation! The Plebs (London)
ities in present day political situations. ---------

F idf
l§i
fw:iI - : !mI

- ; -

fcr'

m 4 4 Thecome.1

tnitons circumstances nor purposeful men” have any 
effect whatever “to alter the course of its irresistible 
and timeless process. ” If that is not belief in magic, 
what unconscious fakery of word-mongery or other 
does it signify? The Darwinian evolutionist would 
be impelled to consider the possibilities of change 
in any direction, even retrograde ones. But no, he 
is ruled out of court in this evolutionary science of 
a self-realizing, inevitable advance to a goal The ‘ 
cosmic law is right, and the Cosmos awful kind. For 
what the hell does F. C. mean except that there is a 
cherub sitting up aloft taking care of the affairs of 
poor proletarian Jack here below ? Apparently, it 
® not of ourselves, but of our stars that we are to 
be free. Thus, a cosmology older than most of the 

And what is the effect of that cosmology 
those who yield to it ! Just like regular remittances 
from home to the -remittance man ! Why .think, 
study, work, scheme, educate, organize, etc. ? We 
should worry ! And yet this same F. C., so soon asJLf 
he makes that declaration of a faith in magic pow-^B^] 
era, uses it as a starting point to attack me fori 
mysticism in saying that “man is the only purpose-la 
fui factor in the process. ” But by the powers, the 
irony of it, nnconscious that he has himself declar- J 
ed for a mystical interpretation of history'knd think
ing himself a good materialist still, he sets out to 
fasten on me the charge* of mystic by quoting Mac- 
Doogall because he also uses the word “purpose,” 
the, in fact, only similarity between ns. MacDongall 
is talking, however, of a purpose of a super human 
kind, while I referred to human purpose, whatever 
its limits, the only purpose that science in its work 
can take account of. It is F. C. himself who is self- 
confessed Mood-brother in mysticism to Mac Dou- 
K*Ht only the latter perhaps is a conscious Berg- 
aoniaa, while F. C. is just mainly out-of-his-depth 
in Hegelian phraseology—in word magic. His aim 
was to discredit me in materialist circles But I 
have traversed the bounds too much and often to 
stray into the domains of mysticism unconsciously, 
even in the use of figurative language, as be has 
done.
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In this rallying of the workers on definite clsss 

issues onr function, of course, is not to supply the 
actual-political slogans of the struggle or to make 
pronouncements

- J
'i-

Socialist Party off 
Canadaas to the actual forms which the 

struggle from time to time must take. Our work is 
to supply a knowledge qf the relevant facts of the 
situation facts of the past and of.the present—no 
*s to demonstrate what the true issues are. Coup
led with this is our work of providing the means of 
interpreting these facts, and this requires us to de
velop among all the active workers in the movement 
Die capaeitv for clear dispassionate thinking 
subtly wrought toolsof the mind which the working 
class needs for the problems which confront it 
than any other elass has needed it in times of stress 
before. «.

Ft N

of the KiulnUdiitrjr woihiny cImsm.

eESË™~H~5=
1st class. The capitalist la. therefore; 
worker a-«lave. '

ft-J-

"S

-jf 1^-

. -as

F-:
Sf’ Idmore of the reins of >

E5ïï=rs=EE=5S5'
rw^tog*^tSltet ***** to the cepltebst an «

II
r

We are. therefore, faced with j double task, to 
which it is imperative that all Plebeians should 
bend their lyeks in the coming winter. First is the 
need to relate our teaching

And Lestor. who should know better, l<im and 
raiaed in England, the cradle of modern materialism 
and the aernpulons sceptic spirit. His use of anal
ogies reeks of word magie inducing the crudest 
transference of ideas. Hey. Presto ! a suddenly ap 
pearing new chicken, new baby, new earthquake ; 
therefore. Hey, Presto! a suddenly appearing new 
society. One is tempted to ask, why not a suddenly 
appearing new geological strata also, if it would 
not spoil sport? And brevity of statement also !i 
to him the son] of “ suddenness ”-

of
*Xto.hS£;

the point of
more closely to the ae- 

tnal struggle, so tfoat we may quickly sense the 
changing needs of the struggle which our teaching 
must serve. Second, wc must raise the qualkv and. 
standard of our education above ils present level 
We shall only persuade trade unions to entrust their 
education to ns.

UHa
la cloaked. To SB

• ' igê.
P«ty to toe 
controlled

M of weelto *- T-Sg
FThe of totereet

to aw - ”8 •• a forif we can prove, not onlv that onr 
aims and intentions are better than anybodv, ehie, 
but that onr execution is also superior in quality.

The first need means that we must ProbaMy have, 
less of theory and abstract phrases and raorë atteii- 
tion to presen* day facts than baa been enstomary 
in the oast. At any rate, onr education must have 
* greater elasticity, so as continually to adapt teach
ing to meet the ever-changing needs of the moment.
We must not be content to prove that eoomAnfo * 
conditions produce class struggle. and~ then to im- 
nbr airily that BocJrimm follow, as sn iT»ritaMe”
“effert.” W- .1,,’ ^-çiicct. n r HSU suTfll'fM mm ftif nflnaninn ...î» ----- -•«’■'j.-. LskotawJT

- ImÆMMMÊSM

we kali an toder the 
the okjaetot Party or ■VS -paragraph of 

Marx is briefly descriptive of a sequence of changes 
of an epochal kind, therefore, somehpw, we are to 
believe that socialism is just around the corner, the - 
system may go any minute He sees “the whole of 
society being sprung in the sir" literally. To him,
spaed fc also the

of. » of ttoum
Ü

la
s •toj

r"

; - _;Ji
of that badly quoted phrase 

trop» fhe Communist Manifesto. Truly, words have 
' » and a life apart from things

when I challenge the Hegel-
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‘’ WESTERN CLARioN- “ Page Three.

Red or Yellow?
F*l :

, bt‘ done in the will to live and thia something re
solves itself into an alignment with a larger and 
more influential group. It appears to me that much 
of the lethargy prevailing in the S. P. of C. is due 
*° *ke obsolete methods of carrying on propaganda 
work still in vogue. '

Take the Clarion for example. The front page 
which should always be devoted to gome live eur- 

cvent, analysed in the light of Marxism, is 
generally reserved for lengthy quotations from 
^ < Men, Boer, Hegel, or some other ponderous au- 
thority and consequently makes an uninviting ap
peal to the average" reader.

■ ■trt ■

\

By j. a. McDonald.I
HE question of whether a revolutionary or 

reform attitude should be adopted by work
ing class organisations in ,their political 

struggles appears to be a live one at present. Even 
parties that have hewn to the revolutionary line 
since their inception
morg popular advocacy of remedial legislation. ,To 
substantiate their néw position every known form of 
reasoning is being called into action.

T ihe movement that whatever was omitted the class 
struggle must be mentioned. During softie election 
campaigns it would appear about the beginning of 
the platform, while on other occasions it found its

always fortunate enough

W’-
lu

rent
'i

way to the end, but it 
to be included.

was
now flopping over to thearc.'iiS&à

The numerous immediate demands in the
I,.,

I
same

program received the attention of every party 
speaker. They wanted the abolition of child labor, 
government ownership of the railways, or‘a re
duction m the cost of living but no one hadjime to 
explain the significance of the class struggle. In 
their greed for petty reforms, that practically every
othl>r Part.v was espousing, they eoulfl not exclusive- 

a quotation from Brails- ly devote themselves 
ford : New Leader, September 19th, 1924. is produc
ed. The editorial contention seems to be that there 
is a close relationship existing between the I. L- P- 
and the Socialist

Then, again, the articles are too long. Even if
sound, they absorb too much
the size of the

space in proportion to 
paper They would be well suited 

to the semi-feudal conditions obtaining in the land 
of three mile prayers and half-mile 
this age of Capitalism, in

IProm an editorial in a recent issue of the West- 
Clarion (No. 925) I am extracting the following 

gem: “Agreement with the doctrine of the class 
struggle does not necessarily imply exclusive de
votion to policies of immediate revolution.” This 
conclusion is reached after

graces” but in 
rapidly developing land, 

the worker, looks for shorter, simpler, more direct 
analysis of his social problems, 
supplied without

Æ

e to policies of immediate rc- This can easily be 
rtficing anything useful'elution. When all the reforms 

and applied the revolution would be here and of 
course the class struggle would take

The logical outcome of this situation 
thi- class struggle became
that it couldn’t stand up. It became obsolete. In through an article of six 
the recent presidential campaign the Socialist Party 
g ive up the ghost and joined the LaFollette parade.
They willingly accepted the platform of the 
party. Here there is

sacwere introduced
Again the apparent effort to produce style at 

\ptnse of clarity is harmful to a propagandist 
paper. In recent times the Clarion Has been an in
novator of cubist phraseology. When

thecare of itself.
was that 

so worn out and feeble

movement and that the theory of 
the class struggle is common to both.

one wandersThe publication of the full article from whieh the 
Brailsford quotation was taken would portray a 
condition not quite so satisfactory for illustrating 
the revolutionary relationship as the editorial in 
question implies. (*) Then, the veteran editor— 
Brailsford reminds us that once in his youth while 
addressing an I. L. P. audience he over-reached him, 
.self to the extent of stressing the class struggle. He 
was promptly taken to task by one of the old lead
ers who kindly explained that “we never speak of 
the class struggle in the I. L. P .” A glance at the 
report of the last I. L. P. Conference suffices to show 
that loss emphasis is placed on the class struggle 
now than ever before.

1or seven columns he still 
remains in doubt of the writer’s meaning. This ts 
not as it should be.tie :

Scientific explanations fromfiS
the old masters should be made assimilable-for the

no mention of the class common worker who is not a profound dialeetitian 
i-tniggle at all. The old immediate demands are all and who mnst have his education presented in 
present They appear just as healthy and vigorous he Pan understand it. 
as when they made their home in the Socialist

new
3

a way
l
-■ipro

gram. THE PARADISE OF THE POOR
La Follette and his gang arc not clamoring for' 

an immediate revolution. They do not even antici
pate a remote one. Capitalism must be saved and a 
reform program alone can save it. So we have the 
spectacle of Debs, Berger, and Hillquit lining

... , , with the doc- with the old party leaders to save the nation and
tnne is worthy of some attention. The easiest way the constitution. As Rudolph Spreekels one of the 
of disposing of an issuejs to agree with it and then Third Party millionaires, so well stated: “We’ve 
bury it. Even the defunct Second International * got fo vote the Socialist ticket to save capitalism ”
agreed that there was a class struggle. But this The Socialist Party of Canada is now adopting smallpr -luantities by the consumption of dailv 
agreement did not prevent them, when the oppor- a policy that, ultimately, can only land it where the bread, and which the daily labor has not absorhJ
^ty arnved displaying that they had not the S. P. of A. is today. The sympathetic attitude taken or which parasitic inaction has left^taet
slightest idea of what the class struggle meant. It towards all other groups in the labor movement to- V "on has left mUct. ■
was a matter of expediency to endorse it and more gether with its 'flirtatious disposition anent reforms s °Ve 18 the only pleasure which truly
expediency to forget it. So with the L L. P. are the primary essentials for a revolutionary fun- V Umvcrsal and equalitarian

the pond in order to de- eral- The claim that the leaders of the S. P. of C.
better equipped with class knowledge than those and rcligi<’ns have always bidden them 

ence to the struggle of classes in a party platform of the S. P. of A. and consequently, will be able to w**hout limits—“be fruitful
and, then, conveniently ignoring it so that a far stem the tide of dissolution is not substantiated by cause
distant revolution should be the objective rather the facts,
than an immediate one.
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T may be said that these two fundamental
instincts of life—bread and love__by
functioning maintain a social equilibrium in 

up the life of animals and especially in Man.
It Ls love which

£
their

nis
But this matter of “agreement

causes, in the great majority of 
the principal physiological and psychical ex

penditure of the forces
men.

,5uaccumulated in larger or
-1

t;

\ I
I " 1 character. The

people have named it “the paradise of the
■

We do not have to cross poor,”
monstrate the futility of making room for a refer- arc*V to enjoy it

and multiply”—be- 
the erotic exhaustion which results from it, es

pecially in males, diminishes or hides beneath the 
pall of forgetfulness the tortures

/

1V -
There has been a number of capable economists

and historians in the S. P. of A. Untcrmann, Boudin, , ,
Lewis, and others have produced much in the vari- _ . >0r’ and Permanently enervates the energy
ous departments of social science. Regardless of the °f tKe lndmdnal; and to this extent it performs a 
fact that exception must be taken to some of their Auction useful to the ruling class, 
conclusions we must admit that- they have contri- But indissolubly linked to this effect 
buted greatly to a popularisation of Marxism. This ual instinct there is another 
did not suffice to preserve them from anti-socialist population. Hence 
action.

of hunger andHere in the U. S. A. the Socialist Party has 
amply supplied the necessary material For 
than twenty years their lengthy reform platform has 
always managed to embrace some kind of q refer
ence to the class struggle. There was a tradition in

more
«jfc

î? - of the sex->- I r '
f# .

-» I t - the increase of the
(*) Editor's Note: Fair criticism Is'as valuable as It 

la rare. ,
iit happens that the desire to 

eternize a given social order is thwarted
foated by the pressure of this population which in 
our epoch assumes the characteristic form

4^« ^ While in theory we were supplied with profound
tomber 1*. 1*24) la never to be found In labo“^rty or treatl8es on value- surplus value, ground rent, and 
1. L. Po electioneering literature: The class struggle is a application of such knowledge
raw fact, which no gentle Idealism can diagulse. 14 u the thwarted by theif misconception, and consequent be- Prolet*rmt—and the social evolution 

r "“**!*; -cltbowt Which history to unintelligible: it Is littlement, of the class struggle. At the national S. inexorable and inevitable forward
î£ WMCh 7*' UP p of A convention in 1916 Untcrmann, in support- E. Ferri: “Socialism and „
Hr Uuerery.nation own, tÏe laat t£ mlch.ne, an” the ba" °n Oriental immigration, stated that Are not Fcrri’s conclusions now obsel

. . „ *■■.>% w long as this minority can levy a toll before the when Marx 88 ld workers of the world unite’ he bselete, due to
„ rent of es may wort, so long aa its uncontrolled power over did not mean for them to come to the.United States rumination of birth control methods amongst
V.’ UrtMinj. raw material» end credit governs ns in every to unite.” ,hc People who dwell in “the paradise of the poor”!
E In Canada the Canadian Ubor Party aPP«a™ 18 n0t ,h° P^'-ost (large families) of
M- Art-agreement with the doctrine of the cte struggle *° f*™)*1’1'8 of the 8 P of A “d “ obeymg ,hc BibUcal injunction, over balanced by
> (i*N •mOiiiMd is a reformer) does not neceeearûy bn- “n °°®tedly heading in the same general direction, the pleasure-gain as the result of the intervention

Ive devotion to poHdec of Immediate revelation." A reference to the class struggle is likely contained of Margaret Samrster »n<i th u
^ 00 farthcr nood to rtow Umt Oommde in it. pUtfonn to provide something in the way of ueaf " ^ ^ ^ »«*,.

TT****1**. °* Whtefa ^ ad"°(t a revolutionary atmosphere but this can be diseard-
: itapn bit attention this rim. We did net ^ imPanity when occasion demands. 

rytOtoH tTf. &V* Ubor party We is agreement with ^ °Pinîon has been expressed that the S. P. of wheie the Prolet«rtat meet on an universal and 
m doctrine-of the class struggle, hot we did say that C. eannot longer faction in ita present condition, eqo^itarian barn—presents iteelf 

’>» •** h* ie a reformer, and he t, not de^ Audiences are nuffl, interest is waning, and finan- and fearsome i «T iWAflila 1 IMiiR ces are practically nonexistent. So something must tinetioji!

and de-
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continues its
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march.”
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Modern science in the realm of love and war „

as a wonderful 
weapon of emancipation—by ex-
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PMtl No wonder we shake oar heads at new 
No wonder we homonr gedhwea at the stake! Gem- * 
side*»*, the kind-oMefag» we have been made out 
of. it is surprising that we are not worse than we aie.

imitation will not always be stronger than re*, 
son, but it is today.

' .
m St ïŒSiï* 1.

before Kitchener established British control. iIf the
fellahin is in bad shape new, aod.it in considerable 
number he is destined to shoulder the status of 
wage worker for British capitalist interests, it ap
peared that his former status was deplorable 
Egyptian nationalist bourgeoisdom would willingly 

-substitute for British in the exploitation process 
Can the fellahin escape t Rightly or wrongly, the 
British Labor Party, or an influential section of it

I 6LÎ Western Clarionm
m» A Journal.»! History, Economics, Philosophy, 

and Carrent Brents.
Published twlee a month by the Socialist Party of 

Canada. P. (X Box 710, Vancouver, B. C. 
Entered at O. P. O. as a newspaper.

ft eOOMtEBPOMDHECati Editer. appears to think they are not to be “given up 
That fellahin, like those lower down in Uganda, in 
Kenya Colony, in Congo, in Iraq and other 
has a mission in life, apparently, and that is to en 
able his civilizers to substitute manufactured long 
staple cotton as silk for the silk now on the market, 
and the process, it would appear, has had some 
cess already.

Now that an important British official has been 
killed we are likely to see British Imperialism settle 
itself definitely in the Sudan. That is, if France and 
America don’t once more become indignant over the 
fate of small peoples who are unable to develop, by 
themselves, oil, potential silk, coal lands—or what 
ever it is—or to howl imperially, and who must 
therefore suffer the grace of God and the tortures of 
civilization.

NEW WESTMINSTER LABOR PARTY
SUBSCRIPTION:

Editor, Clarion :11.0»
ltd*

areas
The Labor Party group of New Westminster enclose 

herewith an article, the first of iu periodical contribu
tions.' It Is not an essay on Politics or economics bet a 
program of practical work- 
we are hopeful that through the medium of y oar rained 
publication the attention of other bodies be drawn upon 
our program and commenta be the result '

We further wish to have fifty copies of the Issue In 
which this srticle appears for local distribution -by us.

Itoretgn. 16 issued.
If this number is on your address label your 

subscription expires with next Issue. 
Renew promptly

kt 129 very important work—end
8ue-S

VANCOUVER, B. C., DECEMBER 1, 1924.'
4

rr THE FELLAHIN. Yours fraternally.
The New Westminster Labor Party.

D. B. McCormack, Sec’y.
i
k F the king of Egypt, Ahmed Fuad Pasha, has 

inherited little of the renown and dignity of 
the Egyptian kings of the ancient dynasties, 

his people are having it brought home to them agàin 
that the land of their sojourning, with themselves 
crowding the fertile valley of the Nile, is again cov
eted by the invader. In the ancient days the people 
in occupation developed irrigation projects of their 
own, in the cultivation of com ; now the invader 
would, in modem fashion, develop irrigation in the 
cultivation of cotton. Since the fourth century B. 
C.j Egypt has ceased to be an independent sovereign 
state, and she enjoyed that state previous to that 
period only in lapses. And the protecting influence 
of the desert, subject to penetration as it was then 
is more so now. An added chapter of “The Book 
of the Dead,” their great literary epic, must include 
the modem civilizing influences of the long staple 

' cotton plantation and the mill of capital which from 
that weaves the fine thread of artificial silk, bogus 
silk which, in these days of poor marketing, is doing 
its best to drive good silk grades out.

The modem “Egypt for the Egyptians 
paign began in the early 80’s and ended then too, 
and from, that time until 1922 Britain imposed a 
“temporary” occupation upon Egypt In 1922 the 
British military occupation ceased—otherwise than 
that she insisted on maintaining the safety of Brit- 
ish Empire communications, defence of Egypt 
against foreign aggression, governorship (protec
tion) of foreign interests in Egypt and guarantees 
for British interests in the Sudan. In securing these 
objectives, British troops have been maintained 
along the Suez Canal and the Nile Valley.

609 Belmont St., New Westminster. eh
The Labor Party group of New Westminster has come 

into being as Labor's central organ for political action and 
the dlsaemlnatlon of propaganda and education, 
primarily built to give service to both organised and un
organized labor and one of its first moves to war* thl« ob
jective was a critical analysts of the actual as well as the 
possible voting strength of Labor In this constituency.

The following Interesting data was collected based on 
figures as disclosed at the last Provincial Election and 
supplemented with a survey of the possible voting strength.

Votes

It Is

HERB AND NOW
ft

Here and Now we haven’t much to say, for the 
reason that we have but little to talk about. In-“7

fit. -
m spiration. Here and Now, comes usually from in-
er- spiring cash totals and these, this time, are so negli

gible as to be hardly worth talking about. Our rhe Labor candidate polled
The candidates of the Conservative, Liberals and& ITS

scheme is to let them run until next issue, present 
them all at once, and then make-believe that the 
cash is worth counting.

r i Progressives polled mi
3?i- Total votes cast____

Registered as voters
stse
67»

FASHIONS
On Voters' List not Voting_______________
Population New Westminster City about

Foreigners, sick and absent ________
Assuming those under age________ _
On Voters' List_______________________

1710

F> _____ 18000
Fashions are exhibitions of the imitative instinct. 

Women are much more inclined to imitate each other 
than men are, because they have, on the whole, more 
of the characteristics of the child psychology.

There are fashions In ideas just nâ there arc 
fashions in dress. If nearly everybody in a com
munity believes in a certain way, it is almost as hard 
for any one of us to think differently from what the 
rest do as it is for a bird not to fly up when the rest

i .1 AJ -MwMfiBki ti ^AibJBbl

Independence, self-reliance, and originality are

2000
■ 6000

6700
13706

cam-
Eligible to vote not registered 6306 

18000
Allowing even a very generous deduction from iMi 

figure for dissentients It must still be admitted that this 
Is a very great latent force.

.5
hr

v.
K

We are fully justified In claiming that the larger per
centage of these 6300 eligible» plus those that did not vote 
but bad the franchise. Le., 1700, making a total of 7000

m

a
pr

opposed to the imitative instinct and tend to weaken rightly belong to Labor.
The old parties have well organised political and 

electioneering machines and can mobilise the electors 
to a far greater percentage than Labor. In fact In this

and displace it. These qualities indicate strength
and maturity, just as the tendency to imitate others
indicates weakness and inferiority.
tricity of genius” is a common expression of the fact

While Egypt has gained this sort of national that persons of extraordinary originality are dis-
s tat us she appears to have actually lost Sudan, hith- posed to act in ways that are unlike those of ordin- I blea and the education of the 70» individuals. Wi coo-
ert<rjointly administered by Britain and Egypt In ary people. I remember once hearing Prof. Lester cede th*‘ an e®c‘fncy of 100<* ln un- direction la out of
1870 it was annexed and declared to be Egyptian F Ward, of Brown University sav that he was very ““ ,ue,,tio“ for re“one obTto“ t0 ltadenta ot °*» 
, .. , ^ , T,° . r waro, oi brown university, say mat he was very movement. The amount of Labor votes that can
vrntory. In 1885 the Arabs captured Khartum nearly mobbed one warm day in September when he be won from this group of 70» Individuals depends ou the

and killed General Gordon. They held the territory walked down Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington, sincerity, sense of duty, willingness and enUuwSasai of the
until the troops under Kitchener drove them out in d. C., with a straw hat oil It was the custom to put lctWe members of the Labor Party aided by cooperation

of the Labor Unions and other bodies and individuals In
sympathy with the cause of Labor, and the added facfll-
Uea which must be secured, giving the widest opportunity
for these unregistered etlgiblea to register and vote.
cation has then to do its important work.

The Labor Party group of New Westminster is of the
opinion that similar conditions with respect to latent and
aa yet undeveloped voting power must exist In Vancouver
and other cities and municipalities and hopes that surveys
be Instituted and alalogous work undertaken. It Is hard

rr.vn 1
The eccen- particular field Labor has never been active. Here, there

fore. is the greatest scope of activity for the Labor Party 
of New Westminster; the registration of these 68» etig-

h

r\ ’

1
1898. Then followed the Anglo-Egyptian Sover- straw hats aside on, the first of September ; and the 
eignty. In the present dispute in which political small boys and small-bore adults who garnished 
assassinations have been the feature for two or Pennsylvania Avenue that late-summer afternoon 
three years, the desideratum of the Egyptian nation- not purpose to allow even a philosopher to be 
a lists is sole sovereignty of the Sudan. But Lord 
Cromer called the Sudan a “priceless possession.”
The Cape to Cairo railway runs through it; it 
tains some of the most fertile land in Africa; already 
immense irrigation works are projected which will 
establish control of the waters of the Nile. Last

E ,

rv
m. ■

comfortable, if by so doing he violated the sacred 
usage of the tribe regarding straw hats.

It is often surprising to persons of progressive 
tendencies that men ares o fixed and helpless that 
they go along year after year and age after age in the spade work but the result of such work la this virgin field

Is obvious. We invite an expression of opinion.
The Labor Party of New Wèetminster.

p.
# ’v

con-1

i same old paths of préjudice, without ever being able 
to see other and better ways of. looking at things. 
Reforms always move up-hill Converting people to 
new ideas is like wearing away stone.

Mental evolution has not proceeded 1er as yet. 
Human reason (what there is of~it) has grown out 
of animal instinct Originality is no rare that it is 
almost discreditable. The foundations of human 
thinking are still largely instinctive.

Progress is- not natural We are geared to go 
round and round. The reformer should not expect 

Here lies a problem, for those who are interested too much. We are only aa far along.ss we are. And 
m such, of the fates of small nationalities. The Arab it is tk* nature of -man t* be 
Mahdi ruled the Sudan for upwards of fifteen years No wonder we here such high regard for the

June Lord Parmoor (for the Labor Government) 
stated in the House of Lords that under no circum
stances would the British Government abandon the 
Sudan. This was confirmed by Premier MacDonald, 
and now appears to be proven by Premier Bald
win ’s government. Attempted assassinations, by the 
way, have not all been one sided in Egypt .Last 
July ZaghluL, Premier of Egypt, was shot at and it 
appears to be agreed the effort, unsuccessful, was 
made from political motives:

i.
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• • c OM. “C” invites us to hit the sawdust trail 
and be good—which is the natural habit of 
the reformed. But the “grace" has not 

come upon us. While the main issue—the tactics 
of socialist progress—is still with us, obdurate as 
ever. To which “C" has plausibly tacked on the 
identity of his reformism with Marxism. And asks 
us to show “our colors." Well, on the principle 
that fools may go where angels baulk, we are not 
disposed to shirk the issue. Nor waste time on the 
ragged ends.

We agree with those quotations from the Mani
festo—offered to us as a sop. Hence, paradoxic
ally, we agree with “C." Accordingly, we are un
der no necessity of “repudiating Marx" and have 
no glass houses to fortify. But—and we emphasise 
the point—those quotations are not identical with 
Com. “C’s" original thesis—that socialism is to 
be accomplished by a full blooded working class, 
strengthened by constant improvements in living 
conditions, by means of reforms ; by the seduction of 
habit ; and the feasibilities of authority and human 
nature. That is labor politics, not proletarian iden
tity, opportunism, not Marxism ; and is therefore not 
in harmony with his new orientation as quoted.

Since we agree that the interest of the proletariat 
is one, whence came our divisionst If it does not 
matter which way we go, but “what we pick up on 
the way," why the fuss? Why not willy nilly, go 
with popular acclamation? Why not join the A. 
F. L. for instance ? It claims to be the representa
tive of labor. Why the discrimination? Arc they 
right or wrong? Can a stiff-necked minority 0f re
actionaries stay the progress of labor? “That’s a 
blazing strange implication," as /Jerry Cruncher 
might say. Why do the labor bodies never pick up 
socialism, or the means of socialism by the way? 
Why are they invariably on the service of capitalist 
interest? side-tracked on illusions? hedging, dally
ing, obscuring the fundamental issue of capitalist 
property right? Put it another way. Would Marx 
associate with Gompers and Lewis, or Moore and 
Draper, or British radicals, or the B. C. Federation- 
ista Under the historic circumstances of the day, 
would he struggle for R. MacDonald’s Russian 
Treaty, or the Dawes plan, or Treaty revision, or 
Reparations, or Liberal Land Reform, or Wheatly 
Hoaxing? or similar free" buns for free plugs? All of 
them are hailed by labor parties as beneficial to 
labor. The Manifesto gives its own answer—that 
all those things and bodies are but varying expres
sions of * ‘ Bourgeoisie Socialism. ’-’

not co-operate with antagonistic aims. The conflict 
must be settled in the mind before the mind can set
tle the conflict in society. That is why labor never 

" picks up by the way." Un-classconscious, it pur
sues a chimera, redecorated, by the crafty skill of 
i xigent polities, in shimmering hues of its own con
fusion. That is why labor is divided and broken. 
Its immediacy Ls the conservation of sectarian in' 
terest, irrespective of its proletarian implication. 
That is why “C" himself pleads for unity. The con
stant pressure of the daily struggle, with its irreme
diable provocation of the immediate, present socialist 
theory as an abstract, a romantic incursion into the 
future. That is why “C” emphasises the process of 
change, rather than the condition of change. That is 
the real issue between us, “C” says, tbe process is 
the thing. We say, it is time condition. The pro
cess, in virtue of its own potential, induces the 
means and material of change; but the ever-varying 
• ircumstance of an ever varrying necessity condi
tions it. The process creates the impetus; the condi- 
tion^oncatenates its form. In other words, the pro
cess is static, cosmic ; the condition dynamic, vital. 
Hence the lag or the leap in human affairs, its trag
edy or comedy—the reflex of contemporary contin
gencies, laden-with hormonic reagents, flashing 
through the reason of being, in terms of the human 
equation.

But the Manifesto.
It was written under the revolutionary condi

tions of 1847. In conditions when the critical and 
analytic founders of Hist, Mater, expected optimis
tic results. As Engels points out in the preface 
(p. 7) some passages require modification and speci
fically its reforms. The conditions productive of 
those modifications have been enhanced since then— 
due either to a fall in the intelligence of the modem 
proletariat, compared with 1848, or a rise in the 
virility of governmental control, or both. Either 
the “aptitude" of the workers of ’48 was greater 
than their modem brethren, or Marx was mistaken 
in his hope of immediate revolution. But since the 
conditions of development engendered less stress on 
the applications of reform—and have continued to 
do so—it would appear that Marx was led astray 
by fhat contemporary wave of reform. That is to 
say, that he regarded those historic turbulences of 
changeful reform, as a proletarian understanding of 
the social conditions that occasioned them. Else 
why did he expect revolution? The same thing 
magnified accounts for our own magnificent wob
bling. Not science.

dvr its banner for the capture of political power— 
the only power there is. The only way to capture 
that power is to understand it. If then the workers 
rally instead to the support of “practical politics" 
it can only be because they are yet. imperceptive of 
their identity. As political representation expresses 
economic interest, socialism can find its following 
only in the ranks of understanding. As Socialism 
is organised for political supremacy, it must conflict 
with organisations of ulterior expendieneies. And, 
as capitalist development enforces political action, 
and action connotes the mind, the political color of 
that action must measure our social consciousness. 
7 herefor Socialism standing on proletarian identity, 
must conflict with all from whatever cause, who op
pose that identity. But this conflict is not against 
labor, but against the labor of reform (or the re
form of labor) ; not against the proletariat, but 
against their borrowed organisations of bourgeois 
traditionalism. And while politics is the mature 
field of emancipation, it owes that maturity, singly, 
to class understanding. Outside of that understand
ing. the organisation is just like a “milling" hdM, 
potent, powerful, dangerous—and helpless.

Thus the appeal for co-operation is a false senti
ment. It ignores the conformations of reality; and 
confuses political antagonism with labor reaction— 
a most extraordinary common idea. It puts the field 
of struggle in the shifty plane of opportunity. It 
transforms energy on inconstant vicissitudes. It 
seethes the kid of ignorance in the mother milk of 
confusion; and subsides the mind, with its magical 
potencies of developed faculty and material, with 
the reactionary visionism of a once pregnant condi
tion.

<) e

X

If, as Comrade Macdonald avers, the resolve is 
taken, the deed done (*) then we say that at no dis
tant date it will have to be undone. We say it not 
as matter of prophesy, but as statement of fact. And 
we say “have to," because, in the new terms of 
oligarchic Imperialism, it is an attempt to set back 
the shadow on the dial." It is an effort to force an 
issue, where force is futile. It strives to foster a 
false alliance amongst incoherent elements, forget
ting. seemingly, its own materialism, that unity is 
of mind, and mind of circumstance, and that the 
verbal word quickens the mind effectively only 
when circumstance quickens its dispossession. A 
powerful and unscrupulous state, intent on its pound 
of flesh, on one hand, and a grovelling confusion on 
the ot r calls for another intermediary than a 
hybrid of “class conscious reformism!" Just as the

With whom, then, are we to co-operate? What 
institutions are we to set up, or pull down? How 
chew* and devise, amidst the conflict of aim and un
identified interest- By what standard are we to 
judge light and. wrong? By what criterion differ
entiate the true intereata of labor? How adopt the 
habita and aptitudes that lead to real Socialism from 
amidst the inextricable tangle of bourgeois social
ism? Hew- distinguish between true reforms and 
clpas interest I Hew persuade the authority of pro
perty to righteousness, and the human nature of 
capital from its iniquity. By one standard alone— 
Capitalist property in the means of life. And by one 
means alone—class conscious understanding of 
Capitalist property relations and consequence. The 
lack of that tinderstanding is the one cause of labor 
divisions, here the understanding;is the essential of 

/.. ;. <%. . . " proletarian identity. Without the perception of that
" - -5-.1 identity, no unity; without unity, no Socialism

" The haunting irrelevancy of the comforting 
axiom of inding np by the way is consequently ob- 

X viens. What we pick.up by the way is according to
$ „ the way we go: the way we gq depends on the way
|vXl ' xffceee. If we see by the moonshine of revisionism, we 

eh# dally with eireean reform. If our vision is the 
l|lt; -dds conscious vision of Capitalist property right, 

Stand In anfagoniwn. tosll who do not 
tiy oppose that right We can-

Nevertheless, the manifesto is the substantial of 
Hist. Mater. And stands beyond criticism. But it 
affords little sanction to reformist vagaries. Nat
urally. Since it is the expression of scientific 
socialism, it can hardly express labor politics. Its 
real meaning, its spirit and its truth,-must be read 
and applied by its own philosophy—the materialist 
conception. Over and over again it emphasises the 
fundamental antagonism of Capitalist property; that 
the function of socialism is the expression of class 
struggle; that no party ignoring that fundamental

petty bourgeoisie strove in vain against its destruc
tion ; so petty labor, its descendant, strives unavail- 
inglv for its sectarian interests. The continuous 
process of social degradation merges both in pro
letarian unity, and straight Socialism can alone 
point the remedy and show the way out In spite of 
hope and appearance, the mixing of aims and issues, 
and the spreading of terms, can 
against the power of the State, nor advance confus
ion to Socialism,- It cannot be stolen; it must be 
thought. The true appeal is the class struggle. The 
real issue Capitalist property—undiluted.

Hence we agree with proletarian unity and its 
common identity. But we still disagree with “C’s" 
full blooded braves, skipping the whirlpool of re
volution on the Stepping stones of improved condi
tions. And it isn’t Marxian. The whole trend of 
Marx proves progressive social degradation. Its in
evitability in fact. Explicit and implicit it is scat
tered throughout “Capital," e.g., “machinery and 
industry," “the general laws of accumulation," and

1
g

avail nothing

h* Id can be socialist ; that the struggle for reform is but 
“practical politics," side play of the Capital 

the capture of political power, and that the 
organisation of the proletariat for that purpose is 
its essential condition. Consequently, its funda
mental expresses time condition, Le., that Capital can 
be abolished, when, and only when, its reason of

ISSUl

:

%

"aL

being becomes class conscious. Time-condition is 
not the equivalent of habit and reform; of occasion, 
or human nature. It is the manifest of the stage of 
capitalist development when class conscious per
ception of material interest rises superior to all 
the subterfuges of exigency.

1

(•) Editor's Note: If we manage to outlive tbe argu
ment, dear when the battle ls o'er we’ll be able to 
write letters to one another eating where the humanrrS

Consequently, scientific socialism, recognising 
this, must find itself in antagonism to labor, politi
cally entangled in the tops of trade L 
tific an sis Km -calls upon the werfcgn to master un-

factor—In readers and party members—has nsrspod to.
Meanwhile, no resolve has been taken, and no deed has 

beeo doce.' That needs—at least a quorum.
(Continued on page-6)
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Page Six. Xi> ;

Not the puny..antidotes that *rould leaven a finitive 
lie for social purpose. Society cannot thrive 
lie ; it cannot be regenerated on deceit. It must 
know itself, or perish ; know the truth, or languish 
in superstitions.

The class struggle is the ideological aspect of 
Socialism. The terms of equated interest. The clear 
recognition of that struggle implies the clear re
cognition of our slavery—the bondage of wage-dom. 
The recognition of our slavery manifests itself in 
unmistakable opposition to property right in "the 
means of life. Not joint management of its exploit
ation. It involves the complete shattering of tradi
tional freedom. Not the dim travesties of concili
ation. Therefore the class struggle, implicit in the 
daily occasions of existence, against a rapacious 
master class, must be organised for the abolition of 
that class. It cannot keep political house with tem
porisations. While the same perception prevents it 
from fantasias in the industrial field. To organise 
a party entails perception of the reasons for the or
ganisation. And therefore, explicit principles. If 
the reasons do not appeal, the principles -cannot 
apply. And the reasons can only appeal when time 
condition quickens necessity. Thence the principle 
is not to be achieved by the forced marches of “in
telligent minorities,” nor the diplomacies of co
operation, however skillful. Consequently, “the 
creation of institutions as instrumentalities for fur
thering our interests’’ are finally dependant, in 
formation and permanence, on the class conscious
ness of a social majority.

ktTHE BURNING BUSH.
(Continued from "page 5,

in “wage labor and capital.’’ (We need not burden 
a harassed Caledonian, scant of space, with quota
tions of the obvloUt.) We note, to prevent confusion, 
that we do not mean mere poverty and physical dç; 
terioration, but positive social degradation, the pro
gressive inhibition of the social forces, means, and 
potentialities. The manifesto is explicit against 

■ specific attention to reforms 
that specification is augmented. In “Value, Price 
and Profit, (p. 77) the watchword is “abolition of 
the Capitalist system.” And as, and ‘for 
already given, Socialism must struggle to fulfil its 
function, it must find itself, in the byeplay of op
portunist polities, in direct opposition to all who 
cannot in first attention, carry the flag.

In “aspects of social change,” “C” sums up his 
particular issues on the Party—“Anti Labor Party; 
Anti-reform, apathy for constitutional change.” 
Nos. 1 and 2, may fairly be accepted, on the first 
count, but not on the second, i.e., not Marxian. We 
think they are Marxian. That is, they find their 
necessary place in the philosophy of the materialist 
conception. In brief, that, in that facile gospel of 
social change, economic conditions inevitably create 
class conflicts; that those conflicts must be fought 
out between the classes in the ideological concepts of 
their consciousness, and that in spite of wavering 
appearance and medial issue, the fundamental in
terests of class organisations must clash, sharp and 
imperious, on the final field of political emancipa
tion. The clear concept of the new must clash with

Z *:*’
tions that make us wage slaves to a small portion of
society.

Now it is^up to me to prove that the state *of 
affairs outlined above exists.

To begin with, one cannot think of wages without 
thinking of money, and cannot think of money with
out thinking of wealth, as the average citizen thinks 
that money is wealth.

So we will analyze the word wealth and find out 
wh.it it means.

What is the meaning of wealth! Of what does 
it consist ’ Is it gold, silver, diamonds, paper notes, 
stocks and bonds, deeds or first mortgages! There 
is " ■ .i 1th- in gold, silver and other valuables when 
they are viewed from a commodity nature point of 
view, and then only, when any of the above metals 
are used as a means of exchange in the form of 
money. They are simply a means of exchange ; 
that is what money is—a means of exchange.

Wealth consists of all kinds of commodities 
created by the labor power of workers from nature’s 
products, that is the meaning of wealth. Jewelry 
is wealth because of its commodity nature, people 
wear it. especially “cullod” folks and the ladies.

Now that the word wealth is disposed of we will 
take the word wages.

What are wages! Wages is money or goods paid 
for labor power when it is delivered !
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What (fc wages do for the working class! They 
keep them in food, clothing and shelter of a kind.

Where do wages Come from! Wages are pro
duced by the workman employed on the job, as a

5
3

Moreover, the only “indispensable institution” nHe-
the romantic tradition of the old. If the concept is We have just concluded that wages only amount 

to food, clothing and shelter on the average for the 
worker ; then he works for wages and pays his own 
board.

for the promotion of our well-being, is knowledge 
not clear, ie., not extricated from the old tradition, of capital relations. The social organisation and 
it must seek conciliations with affects. Because is discipline which its necessities have developed 
cannot walk alone in the darkness of its confusions.
But if the concept is clear, it must be anti to those 
effects. Hence, it must' be anti to parties organized 
primarily to grapple with those efforts. That is, 
anti “practical polities,” which includes both labor

3

are
ripe to our will for the furtherance of our interest—
the socialist commonwealth. Whenever the idea- _
tion of its benefice kindles the passion of intellig- er savcd from his earnings! How much has he got

in the bank on the average ! They havn’t saved a

Now at the end of the year, what has the work-

ence. The awakening of that knowledge is prim
arily the development of the capitalist system. The l>van: ^ that wi*l just prove that he has worked for 

and reform, but which also harmonises it with pro- steady, unalterable, antipodal accumulation of its nothinK and boarded himself; does it not! 
letarian identity, without separate interest or cur-

Â

But that is not all, as there is a percentage of ourIS excess, destroys the forms of its institutions; shat
ters the content of their traditions; and unveils, like c'tizcns who do not dd any useful labor, how do they

Says “C,” again : The function of revolutionary morning dawn, the livid night that is past, the day dve* Tljey live from surplus values created by the
parties is net to destroy the workers’ organisations, that is to be. Our function is the “special environ- 
but to act as a special environment of education and ment of education,” which in accord with the un
criticism, along with the complex of forces making proven sequences of time, may forward their com-
for Socialism. ’ ’ X(jui

B reney.

-workers, which is an incontrovertible fact.
Now when such is conceded to be the case, the 

wprker creates this surplus value and the bour
geoisie live on it, do they not! Where they do 

That environment is the oil on the turb-1 **ia*’ ibey must be paying the boss for the privilege

§g

te so. Çut that is not “.C’s” plex of forces to the triumph of “constitutional 
philosophy of reform. On the contrary. It is the means.” 
philosophy of straight Socialism. The application of ulent waters of change, which alone can abate the <d working for nothing and boarding themselves, 
which by the S. P. C. has earned for it the roman- last terrors of insatiate privilege. It is the symbol, short they go to work and pay their own
tic titles of the troglodyte. That “special envir- lifted up and understood, for the comforting of "ages, and hoard themselves, work for nothing and 
onment” is, of necessity, the unmisted concept of peoples, and the healing of the nations. pa^ erapl°yer for the privilege of working for
the class struggle, else it had no critical value. To R. nothing and hoarding themselves.

Now what keeps the working class in such a stale 
of mind as to allow such a flimflam game to be work
ed on them !

-
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have critical value it must oppose false organisa 
tion and illusory interest, and consequently it car
ries with it, as a direct sequence, political hostility 
to whosoever cannot fly the red flag of Capitalist 
abolition.

A DIALOGUE ON WAGES■
:

The chief instrument in the hands of the ruling 
class is the church, the great lying church, as Car
lyle calls it, and there will not be a better social

BY WM P. BLACK.
(With apologies to E.'T. Kingsley and others) 
Comrades and Friends :—

,5
“C” wanders on in faith sublime to “argue for 

revolutionaries to influence the future in feasible 
ways.” But he “does not throw down the class 
struggle.” In that confusion alone he violates his 
own contention. •For, if he does not throw down the

system on this planet until it is destroyed, root and 
branch. People stuffed With this dope cannot do 
their own thinking entirely.

of affairs which always creates the greatest sym- think themselves and they squelch all progressive 
pathy, for the victims. Now, if this state of affairs thought in others.”

class struggle—in effect, if not m theory—he will creates sympathy, a case where a mafl or women How are we going to destroy it! By edueatiori 
find himself, almost immediately, in political antag- worked for nothing and boarded him or herself would of a kind. What kind! That which is dispensed 
ouism to labor representation everywhere, save in creaté much more, wouldn’t it! And if you heard of ' through the columns of the Western Clarion, 
the parties of the straight issue. The straight issue 
is not step at a time ameliorations, but abolition of

; All of you have heard in the past times of men 
and women having to work for their board, a stateI The preachers do not »

2* •
\!

N&m ^ i
m a man or woman who worked for nothing and board- Ladies and gentlemen I Would be most pleased 

ed themselves and paid the employer for the privilege to take your subscription for that paper now. 
of doing so you would say he or she who did so -,

ft
capital The incidents of the daily struggle 
efforts of property rights. The incessant encroach
ments of that right on labor compel that struggle for there are millions of men and women doing this very
preservation. But the right of property to itself thing. Mayf>e you think not, but let me tell yqn
turns that blind struggle to futility. The sequence there are lots of folks doing it right here in Van-
alters the tempo of the process, but not its direc
tion; alters it* conditioning, but not its conditions, were jobs for all workers here at present, and any
In the last resort it is abortive, thus forcing the of you working women and men who are In posses-
struggle to the issue of power. That is the class son of a looking glass can seethe gink or gink ess
struggle. And it is anti-thesis of reform. And any time yon want to if you get into a room by your-
“ feasible ways” are thè ways of troth. Not the self and .take a good look in the
temporisations of expediency. The ways that make words—gink and ginkesa—Bound slangy, but they
the meaning and significance of life conscious to 
itself. Not the, subterfuges of the political. The 
ways that declare the reality of things as they are.

are

: should be in the house for the feeble minded ; yet ECONOMIC CAUSES 
OF WAR
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'vdacouver, and there would be many more if there By PETEE T. LSOHS.

NOW BEADY
Preface by the author. 
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I Par Copy, 1
express what we are better than calling ourselves - 
men and women, we won’t b^men and women in the 
full sense of the words nntil we abolish the condi-
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By HAIM KANTOROVITCH.

«
$ are already strong enough to throw off the bourgeoisie, 

even tomorrow. If we would only all stand united for com
munism. If the workers will remain In their dormant state, 
it is because we hare not yet conquered the cursed In
heritance of the rotten ideology within our own ranks.

sponsibility on the leaders of the Russian revolu
tion. How did they use this opportunity?

As a result of the Russian revolution the

From “The Modern Quarterly’’ 
(Continued fronrlast issue). 1 '

S I said previously, in the last years before
the war it became^more and more evident (third) communist international was organized 
that European social democracy, while This new international was greeted with joy every- 

holding fast to the Marxian view on social reform where. The Russian Bolshevists, though they
A In other words, we have to fight first of afl the

• • enemy from within. ’ ’ In his opening speech at the 
second congress of the Communist International, 

forms were valueless except as stimuli to further munists, repeatedly assured us that the change in Zinoviev made plain what he thought the immedi- 
stniggle which should culminate in the social re- name did not signify a change in theory or tactics—

practically abandoned the Marxian stand that’ re- changed their name from social democrats to comèa at«task of the communist movement to be : It is to
volution ; from a means to goal (the social reyo- they were as they had been, Marxists. Steklov 
lntion), social reforms became a goal in themselves, wrote a brochure, published by the Soviet govern- 
lt was evident that socialism daily lost more and nient, to show that the new liante was adopted only 
more of its revolutionary character. The révolu- as a defensive measure, so that the masses, who 
tionary minorities in the various European parties, knew little about the differences that existed he

ight not the capitalists but the social democrats. 
"Our fight against the second international, he 
said, “is not a fight between two factions of the same 
revolutionary proletarian movement, it is not a 
fight between different streams within the .same

as well as in this country, organized themselves in tween the various factions of the movement, would 
“left wings” and fought against these tendenei

class* it Ls practically a class struggle.” This fight 
not confuse the revolutionary Marxists with the op- afrainst all othor socialists (and in this fight no diff- 

but without success The mass had either too much portunists. The organizing of the new international ,,renee was made between the “right” and the
confidence in their leaders and followed them meant, consequently, the reunion of all the révolu- center”), has gone so much over the limits that
blindly, or lost all confidence in them and went ever tionary forces of the proletariat. Unity
to the syndicalists. The left wing of the socialist gently needed at that moment, and there were no
movement, however, was not against the actual ac
tivities of the movement, but what they demanded ))ring this about. But already at the first congress 
was more revolutionary education for the masses.
All we do now must be in the form of preparations

l Lenin saw fit to rebuke his comrades for their ex
cessive zeal. In his letter to the United Communist 
Party of Germany (August, 1921) he says:

was ur-

others besides the Russian communists who could

Some exaggerated the fight against the center, over
stepped the bounds somewhat, thus transforming the fight 
into a sport and compromising revolutionary Marxism.

of the communist, international it became apparent 
that what the communists contemplated' was not 
international unity of the proletariat, but inter
national strife within the movement. Their slogan 
became, not “workers of the world unite,” but 
“socialists of the world exterminate each other.”

for the coming revolution.

" The fight against socialist heresy finally became 
a kind of “witch hunting” process, even within the 
communist ranks. They also began to split and 
fight each other, and they have continued to keep 

ju». this “revolutionary activity” fo the present day.
Why has the communist international taken this 

attitude? Is it because the communist leaders are 
bad men or dishonest ? Or have not the interests 
of the proletarian class struggle in their hearts? 
Certainly not. The communist leaders are neither 
had nor dishonest ; they are positively well-meaning, 
revolutionary socialists whose tactics were dictated 
to them by the singularity of the situation. This 
singularity was the complete hegemony of the Rus
sian Bolshevists over the Communist International ; 
the same people who were the leaders of the Russian 
Soviet government also became the leaders of the 
Communist International ; the same men who had to 
fight the battles of the Soviet republic also had to 
fight the battles of the International Communist 
movement.

It goes without saying . . that all socialists will lend 
their assistance to all elements of the population that are 
fighting against reaction In favor of labor legislation and
reform, but it xloes'bot follow that they should consider This may seem exaggeration, but the facts I shall

■' f adduce will maye jthat^it ij^uyt. ^ The. (ip»t duty, of, 
the communiste all ovck the world was declared to

this tij®r ’ Thus one of the lefts summed up their position 
in 1912. It is possible that this cleavage between 
right and left might have gone on for years with
out causing a split, but that finally this split would 
have had to come we cannot question.

lie a splitting of the parties to which they belonged 
if they could not get-control over them ; and if they 
could get control,, to expel every one that did not 
agree with them even in the slightest measure. The 
communist international could have had as ita

I
-

The war, with the great betrayal of -the priu- members the largest and most important parties in 
eiples of the largest and oldest socialist parties, Europe Thc independent Social Democrats of Ger- 
causcd the split to come sooner than it would have

!
?

many, at that time a large and powerful and really 
a revolutionary party; the French United Socialist 

At" the moment wlfen the Russian revolution party, the Italian Socialist party, even the Socialist 
triumphed, the socialist movement in Europe and party of America, and many other parties applied 
America had not yet been split, but it had been de- for admission, but the communist international re- 

• lhoralized and disorganized. The workers had lost all fused them. It preferred the splitting up of these 
confidence in their leaders. They felt themselves parties, the organizing of small and powerless eom- 
fooled and betrayed beyond hope. Even those who munist sects, to the reunion of all socialist forces. I 
before believed that the war was a war for de- know some one will now ask, “Should Lenin and 
mocracy, a war to end war, and had therefore ap- Sheidman, Trotsky-and Noske have reunited?” No, 
plauded their leaders who helped to fool them, had they should not have. Socialists of the type of 
already discovered their mistake. In the European Sheidman and Noske would not have entered the

!
under other conditions.r

ft
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»
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These men had, at the time when the new In
ternational was born, not only an actual war with 
the whites, but also a theoretical war with all other 
socialists.
that the pamphlets of Plechanoff and Kautsky, of 
Martov and Bauer, were more dangerous for them 
than the guns of the white guards, or the blockade 
of the imperialist governments. Their socialist op
ponents attacked them especially Wn three points:

(1) That no social revolution could be made suc
cessfully by an armed minority.

(2) That socialism could not be established in an

Si-
They considered, and I think rightly,international even had they been invited. Theycountries, especially in the defeated ones, starva

tion and disease were added. The workers were en- would not have keen admitted if they would have 
raged, they were anxious to do something desperate, applied for admission. But this Sheidman-Noske 
but what? Their leaders could not suggest any- type of socialist could have been positively isolated 
thing to them but patience. In the midst of all this anJ made harmless by the united front of all revoln- 
came the Russian revolution. The Russian workers, tionary socialists. One of the famous 21 points 
a small minority of them, took up arms and did that if any one disagreed with even one point, or 
what the workers of the world had always dreamed with any of the theses and resolutions of the com 
of—why not imitate them? Why not emulate them? munist international, he should be expelled. What

the result? The most important parties in Eur- economically undeveloped country.
(3) That the Soviet government would not be

amination of whether the objective conditions were real opportunists were given the chance to unite their able to hold out long against the capitalist coun- 
ripe for such an act. Their leaders, those who had forces and to 'demonstrate to the workers that the tries of the world. The logical way for the Bol- 
not betrayed them, knew very weH that what had revolutionists are nothing but sectarians, fighting sberviki would have been for 'them to have drawn 
been achieved in Russia could not, at least at that each other- over hairsplitting differences. At the" the attention of their critics to the specific Russian 
time, be achieved in any other country. They tried Convention of the Independent Social Democratic conditions, conditions so unique, which could not be 
to explain it to the worker* of their respective conn- Party of Germany in 1921, in Halle, a delegate found anywhere else. But the Bolsheviki, who were 
tries, but the workers had no more Confidence in asked Zinoviev, who came to split the party, “Why distinguished for their revolutionary romanticism— 

_ them. • If the Russians could, why couldn’t they? not unite instead of splitting?” To this Zinoviev an^eaatiemm—chose the opposite way. They made 
Sothey reasoned.. The Russians suddenly became replied: a i$*ie out of necessity ; they amply rationalised
til tieir eyes, the saviour* of socialism. The Run- ^ , thijbfwxperienoe and satisfied themselves that what

/•tog. and thohe who allied themsefre* with them - hadhèe* do^in^Rusâa could
*dp»d their confident They waited for them to Yea_ * tt wo^d be ve, *ne as* very deSbahle. “ econommally undeveloped
tey them what to do. History placed a great re- but ts our regret it Is not posable as yet The worker» r | Continued on page 8)
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Ijarge masses, starving and disappointed could was ^
not be expected to occupy theriiselves with the ex- ope wore split, torn to pieces by inner strifes. Thei'
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r >THE BISK AND DECLINE OF neo-communism
(Continued from page 7)

country—so Lenin declared (in his report on ‘1 Na
tional and Colonial Problems” before the Second

against certain well-known members
We maintained In thesdrst day» of the revolution that "party 

the Russian revolution- would succeed and free the Rus-
Since the aggregate vote this year ie 13% higher 

than last year, the Labour Party i»« increased its 
votes by about 27%. This fends to prove that the 
swooping gain in Conservative votes was won ex
clusively from the Liberals.

sian people only on the condition that It serves as a alg- 
nal for the beginning Of the revolution In all other coun- 

( ongress of the Communist International) that tries; but If capitalism continues to rule In Germany, and
- In New York the stock exchange will have the upper hand, 

we mast give up the adeotlâc prejudice that each com- and British Imperialism Witt retain Its power, then we are 
try must Inevitably peas through capitalist exploitation.

B.

lost.
It is quite different with the question of seats. 

Tlu table given below will best show how little the 
dist ribution of seats corresponds with the eetnal * 
strength of parties under the British electionel
system.

In a time of mighty proletarian uprisings of a world-wide 
scope the Soviet regime can be established In those coun
tries where capitalism has not yet developed

y
A world revolution was a life necessity for them, 

and they succeeded in convincing themselves that it 
was ready to come.

But if the world revolution is ready to come, it 
is simply foolish for any one to fight for reforms, 
for momentary relief, and whoever does it is a 
traitor to the working class. If the ‘class struggle 
in Europe and America has beeome an open civil 
war. what are needed are general headquarters'" and 
an army and rifles. The communist movement was 
organised, therefore, as one world-wide party, -with 
no national autonomy, but with an iron military 
discipline, as befitted an army, and the “interna
tional” in Moscow became the general headquarters 
of this army.

It is sometimes said that as long as we shall have 
armies, we shall have wars. This may also Tie ap
plied to the communists. They were originally or
ganized as the revolutionary army, an army in the 
usual sense of the word, an army that was to begin 
and finish the social revolution in a short time— 
within a year, Zinoviev believed. Within an army 
in time of war there can, of course, be no freedom 
of discussion ; soldiers must obey orders and not 
argue. That is why the Communist International 
inserted in its famous 21 points the clause that, if 
any one does not agree with everything, he shall be 
expelled ; that is also why a point was insterted 
stating that the communist parties must have legal 
and illegal organizations; that is why democracy 
was banished from the party. Practical democracy, 
which both Marx and Engels considered an ab
solutely necessary condition for the social revolution, 
was discarded by the Bolsheviki, who could not get 
a majority in the Russian constituent convention ; 
in fact, democracy was declared an anathema, a 
bourgeois prejudice for which the workers should 
have no use. This attitude had gone so far that a 
leader of the American communist party told me 
personally that if danger should arise and the demo
cratic institutions of the United States be abolished, 
he would not raise a single finger to defend them. 
This also explains how it became possible for the 
German communists to entertain the thought that 
they might, in alliance with German faseisti, work 
for the overthrow of the German republic. This is 
the old anarchistic impossibilist principle of “all or 
nothing,” a principle which Marx and Engels ab
horred.

Further than Lenin goes Bneharin, who says:

From an examination of the process of a world re
volution, we may draw the following general eonotuskrtia; 
The process of the world revolution begins In those coun
tries where the state of development Is lower and where 
the proletarian victory 1» easier to get. . . The less capi
talistically developed a coantry is, which means the lower 
its revolutionary development, the more quickly may the 
revolution be accomplished (Hillquit, p. 37.)

Labour Party Conservatives Liberals
%% % %% %I' ;i@lvotes seats votes seats

-------- SO.4 33
__-----30.5 31

votes wests 
38.9 1»
29.8 36

1922 39 66
1923
1924

38.5 38
46 66_____ 34 27 18 6 .

t3*)-Roughly speaking the Conservatives gained a 
seat this time on an average of 20,000 votes, com
pared to a seat gained for Labour on about 35,000 
and for the Liberals on 75,000.

Here follows a table showing the number of aeata 
won and votes recorded for labor party candidates 
in each election from 1900 to 1924 inclusive.

F
Neither Lenin nor Bneharin are willing to admit 

that they have deviated in any point from Marxism, 
yet it is easy to see that their conception of the 
social revolution is precisely the reverse of the 
Marxian.

The specific Russian condition not only enabled 
but compelled a minority to make a revolution by 
means of an armed uprising ; but the Bolshevik lead
ers did not see in this episode anything due to 
specific Russian conditions, and they quickly decid
ed, and it has become an article of communist faith 
that “it is a minority which carries out the revolu
tion;” continuing, and “it might be fairly said that 
every revolution is undertaken by the minority, the 
majority only joining in during the course of the 
revolution and deciding its victorious issue.” The 
writer of this calls himself a Marxist ; in fact, he 
claims that he is the peal upholder of Marxism, but 
what he says is against the letter as well as the 
spirit of Marxism. It is not Marxism, but Bako- 
nniniam.

As te the question of the necessity of an armed 
uprising, there is no communist from Iveana down to 
his American followers that has not insisted upon it. 
Kamenev expressed the views of his comrades very 
correctly in the following words :

i
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Year. Seats. Votes. 
62,689 

333,196 
606,690 
370.802 

t,144>46 
4.236,733 
4,155,000 
6,535,072

“International Information."

S 1900 2
1906 29
1910 (Januyy) _ 
1910 (December)

f 40
42

1918 57
1922 142
1923 . 191
1924 151
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NameThe center of contemporary life la the ultimate division 
of the whole capitalist society Into two camps . . not only 
In R assis, bat hi all other countries . .-this Is not enough 
we know that these two campe come In conflict with arms 
in their hands . . etvll war la the sign of onr time . 
who ever wants to . . explain to the worker . . his real 
dalles . . must start out with the recognition that from 

the proletariat and the bourgeoisie are In open

Addr.

now on
armed civil war. (Third International, p. 7.)|
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As yon see, with Kamenev it is no more a ques 

lion çrf what should be; he knows that the civil war 
is on, and that settles it This was not only Kam
enev’s view—the first congress of the Communist 
International has in its initial declaration this sen
tence :
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Revolution and Counter Revolution (Marx)
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MeSr? A Pew Facta Mid Figures.

h
The class struggle all over the world, In Europe and 

America, has become an open civil war.
-----Me

Evolution Social and Organict

The numerical strength of parties in the British Puritanism 
House of Commons on dissolution was: Conserva-

io>a -Me
i Ethics and History ________

Germs of Mind In Plants ___
The Triumph of Life ______
Social Revolution (Kautsky)

And the second congress declared :L- '4
te- Melives 258, Labour 193, Liberals 158, Others 5. At 

the 1923 elections 538 Conservatives, 427 Labour and 
457 Liberals contested* 616 seats. Of these, 50 can
didates were returned unopposed.

fj The period In which we are living 1» the period of the 
direct civil war . . everywhere . 
movement of any significance, the workers are on the eve 
of bitter battles with arms In theta- hands. (P. 64.)

-Mwhere there Is a laborr* Essays on Materialist 
Conception of History (Labrlola)

This years nominations showed 533 Conserva- Social Studies (Lafargue) _____
lives, 507 Labour candidates and 340 Liberals. The 
number of Conservative candidates has therefore

LMk
V4% Their belief that the world revolution had al

ready come was really phenomenal. Zinoviev pre
dicted at the first congress of the Comintern that ‘ ‘ it 
would perhaps take one year, and we would al
ready begin to forget that there was a fight in Eur
ope for Soviet power, because during this year the 
fight would be finished.” This belief, of course, 

not founded on sober examination of European 
conditions. It was a rationalization of a wish. The 
leaden of Soviet Buna, who were (and are) also 
the leaders of the Communist International, did not 
forget that Marx had

FwCepy ViEvolution of Man (Prof. Bolsche) 
, Wage-Labor and Capital

remained about the same, whereas the Labour Party Independent Working 
had up 80 candidates more than last year and the 
Liberal figure is about 100 down. The number of . 
unopposed candidates this year is 32, of-which 9 are 
Labour as against 3 in 1923.

In the 1m* elections there were 265 threc-comer-

Me
yCommunist Manifesto_____________ ______

The Présent économie System (Prof. W. A.
Utopian end Bctoatlflc _________

Slave, of the Farm
Manifesto, 8 . P . of C. ___________
Ceases of Belief to Qod (Lefargoe)
The State and Revolwtioa (Lenin)—
Value, Price and ProSt (Marx)___
Two Bessys oe History (C- Btophem 
.Economic Gasses of War (Leckle)
OW1' War In risfisi “—1

absolute majority of-the votes. This time the num- v --jUlpW
ber of three-eomered contests him dropped to 230, as' CteleUealeB **$!#* 
a result of agrémenta between both capitalist par- 
tie* m a number constituencies against Labour.
floeh coalition arrangements are specially directed t»
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sürm ed contesta In these 213 minority members Were 
returned having obtained the relative but not the s| «—-

said that the revototion 
could begin in Russia, but «raid mdy aaeceed if foL 
lowed by a world revulutkm. ' As early .as April 14, 
1918, Trotsky said tn a Speeeh -.
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